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Background: Supramolecular micelles as drug-delivery vehicles are generally unable to enter 

the nucleus of nondividing cells. In the work reported here, nuclear localization signal (NLS)-

modified polymeric micelles were studied with the aim of improving nuclear drug delivery.

Methods: In this research, cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan (CHGC) was synthesized. NLS-

conjugated CHGC (NCHGC) was synthesized and characterized using proton nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering, and fluorescence spectroscopy. Doxorubicin 

(DOX), an anticancer drug with an intracellular site of action in the nucleus, was chosen as a 

model drug. DOX-loaded micelles were prepared by an emulsion/solvent evaporation method. 

The cellular uptake of different DOX formulations was analyzed by flow cytometry and confocal 

laser scanning microscopy. The cytotoxicity of blank micelles, free DOX, and DOX-loaded 

micelles in vitro was investigated by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium 

bromide (MTT) assay in HeLa and HepG2 cells.

Results: The degree of substitution was 5.9 cholesterol and 3.8 NLS groups per 100 sugar 

residues of the NCHGC conjugate. The critical aggregation concentration of the NCHGC micelles 

in aqueous solution was 0.0209 mg/mL. The DOX-loaded NCHGC (DNCHGC) micelles were 

observed as being almost spherical in shape under transmission electron microscopy, and the 

size was determined as 248 nm by dynamic light scattering. The DOX-loading content of the 

DNCHGC micelles was 10.1%. The DOX-loaded micelles showed slow drug-release behavior 

within 72 hours in vitro. The DNCHGC micelles exhibited greater cellular uptake and higher 

amounts of DOX in the nuclei of HeLa cells than free DOX and DOX-loaded CHGC (DCHGC) 

micelles. The half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC
50

) values of free DOX, DCHGC, and 

DNCHGC micelles against HepG2 cells were 4.063, 0.591, and 0.171 µg/mL, respectively. 

Moreover, the IC
50

 values of free DOX (3.210 µg/mL) and the DCHGC micelles (1.413 µg/mL) 

against HeLa cells were nearly 6.96- and 3.07-fold (P , 0.01), respectively, higher than the 

IC
50

 value of the DNCHGC micelles (0.461 µg/mL).

Conclusion: The results of this study suggest that novel NCHGC micelles could be a potential 

carrier for nucleus-targeting delivery.

Keywords: polymeric micelles, drug delivery, nucleus-targeting delivery

Introduction
Polymeric micelles as potential carriers for drug delivery have triggered considerable 

interest in recent years.1–5 It is well-known that amphiphilic copolymers are able to 

self-assemble into polymeric micelles in aqueous solution and form a unique core-shell 

structure. The hydrophobic core can serve as a reservoir for poorly water-soluble drugs, 
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while the modification of the hydrophilic shell can affect 

pharmacokinetic behavior. The size of polymeric micelles 

is approximately nanoscale, which not only makes them 

accumulate selectively in tumor tissues due to an enhanced 

permeability and retention effect, but also offers a good 

opportunity for efficient intracellular anticancer drug 

delivery.6,7 In particular, during the preparation of micelle-

based drug-delivery systems, much attention has been paid 

to biodegradable and nontoxic polymeric amphiphiles.8,9

Chitosan, a natural aminopolysaccharide obtained by 

the deacetylation of chitin, has been used as a drug-delivery 

vehicle because of its favorable biological properties such 

as biocompatibility, biodegradability, positive charge, low 

immunogenicity and biological activity.10 However, its 

application has been restricted due to its poor solubility in 

neutral or basic aqueous solutions.11 Recently, many water-

soluble chitosan derivatives have been prepared. Glycol 

chitosan, a novel chitosan derivative, is soluble in water at 

all pH values. Hydrophobically modified glycol chitosan 

derivatives can form stable self-aggregated nanoparticles 

in biological media solutions and be used as carriers for 

hydrophobic drugs and genes.12–15 In our previous studies, 

cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan (CHGC) conjugate was 

synthesized and formed aggregated micelles in an aqueous 

medium.16 In addition, the doxorubicin (DOX)-loaded CHGC 

nanoparticles exhibited prolonged circulation in the blood 

and showed higher antitumor efficacy against S180 tumor-

bearing mice through an enhanced permeability and retention 

effect than free DOX.17

DOX is an anthracycline antibiotic drug that has a broad 

antitumor spectrum in the clinical field. Its action takes 

place inside the nucleus of cancer cells, where DOX induces 

apoptosis by binding to DNA and reacting with a variety of 

biomolecules.18 Unfortunately, it interacts with both healthy 

and cancerous tissues, giving rise to dose-limiting adverse 

effects such as cardiotoxicity and myelosuppression. To 

maximize the efficacy of DOX in tumor tissues and minimize 

the toxicity to normal tissue, nanocarriers such as liposomes, 

microemulsions and micelles have been studied.19,20 Notably, 

as we know, large foreign molecular substances, including 

proteins, genes, and polymeric micelles, are mostly unable to 

enter the nucleus of nondividing cells, in which the nuclear 

membrane does not disappear upon cell division, since 

nuclear transfer is strictly controlled by precise machinery.21 

The nuclear envelope contains specialized channels called the 

‘nuclear pore complex’ (NPC), which allow passive diffusion 

of ions and small molecules (,40 kDa) through aqueous 

channels.22 Molecules of large size (.25 nm in diameter) are 

transported across the NPC by specific nuclear import and 

export systems.21 Therefore, efficient nuclear drug delivery 

may be an effective approach to increase the therapeutic 

efficacy of DOX. The nucleus is most commonly targeted 

through the conjugation of a nuclear localization signal (NLS) 

to the surface of nanoparticles.23–25 Classical NLS consists of 

either one or two stretches of the basic amino acids arginine 

and lysine. It has been reported that classical NLSs on the 

macromolecule or “cargo” to be transported are recognized 

by importin α/β heterodimers and that the cargo-receptor 

complex crosses the NPC.26

The primary objective of the work here presented was to 

construct novel DOX-loaded polymeric micelles for enhanced 

nuclear delivery. A NLS (Ac-CGYGPKKKRKVGG)-

 modified CHGC conjugate was synthesized and characterized. 

DOX-loaded NLS-conjugated CHGC (DNCHGC) micelles 

were prepared by an emulsion/solvent evaporation method. 

The physicochemical properties of the DNCHGC micelles 

were investigated and the intracellular delivery of DOX 

formulations was also studied. Moreover, analysis of the 

cytotoxicity of DNCHGC micelles was carried out in HeLa 

and HepG2 cancer cells.

Materials and methods
Materials
Glycol chitosan (M

W
 = 4.3 × 105, 75.2% of degree of 

deacetylation determined by titration) and potassium 

poly(vinyl sulfate) were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical 

Industries, Ltd (Osaka, Japan). Cholesterol, succinic 

anhydride, cellulase, N-succinimidyl 4-(maleimidomethyl) 

cyclohexane carboxylate (SMCC), 5,5′-dithiobis(2-

nitrobenzoic acid), and 3-(4, 5-dimethyl-thiazol-2-yl)-2, 

5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide (MTT) were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). 1-Ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) 

was obtained from Acros Organics (Fair Lawn, NJ) and used 

without further purification. Pyrene, purchased from Acros 

Organics, was recrystallized twice from anhydrous ethanol 

before use. Doxorubicin hydrochloride was purchased 

from the Beijing Huafeng United Technology Co, Ltd 

(Beijing, China). Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 

1640 medium and trypsin-ethylenediaminetetraacetic 

acid (EDTA) were supplied by the Jinuo Biotechnology 

Co (Hangzhou, China). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was 

purchased from Sijiqing Biologic Co, Ltd (Zhejiang, China). 

The Ac-CGYGPKKKRKVGG peptide (M
W

 = 1420 Da) 

was synthesized by APeptide Co, Ltd (Shanghai, China). 

Hoechst 33342 was obtained from the Beyotime Institute of 
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Biotechnology (Haimen, China). All other chemicals were 

of analytical grade and used as received.

Degradation of glycol chitosan
Due to the high viscosity of commercially supplied glycol 

chitosan, degraded glycol chitosan was produced by 

enzymatic degradation and membrane technology.27,28 First, 

glycol chitosan (6 g) was dissolved in 400 mL of distilled 

water overnight. Then 11 mL of acetic acid and cellulase 

(0.12 g) were added under magnetic stirring. The temperature 

of the solution was raised to 50°C. After 8 hours, this reaction 

mixture was exhaustively dialyzed (molecular weight cut-

off [MWCO] 3.5 kDa) against distilled water for 24 hours. 

Following this, the dialyzed solution was ultrafiltered using 

various MWCO ultrafiltration membranes (Amicon Stirred 

Cell 8400, Millipore, Billerica, MA). Thereafter, the degraded 

glycol chitosan was obtained by lyophilization. The molecular 

weight of the glycol chitosan was analyzed by gel permeation 

chromatography with a TSK-gel column (G3000SW, 7.5 mm 

ID × 30 cm, Tosoh Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) at 25°C. The 

mobile phase was acetate buffer solution (pH 6.0) with a 

flow rate of 0.8 mL/min. The average molecular weight of 

the degraded glycol chitosan was determined to be 28 kDa 

in the present study.

Synthesis of the CHgC conjugate
The CHGC conjugate was synthesized using a previously 

reported method with little modif ication.16 Briefly, 

cholesterol (4.0 g) was dissolved in 16 mL of pyridine then 

succinic anhydride (2.88 g) was added. After 24 hours, the 

mixture was precipitated in water. The obtained precipitate 

was filtered then dissolved in ether before being filtered 

again to remove the byproducts. The obtained solution 

was dried under reduced pressure. The white powder of 

cholesterol hemisuccinate (CHS; 88% yield) was obtained 

by recrystallization in acetone. Glycol chitosan (500 mg) was 

dissolved in 30 mL of distilled water and diluted with 106 mL 

of ethanol. Then EDC (61.4 mg, 0.32 mmol) and CHS 

(77.9 mg, 0.16 mmol) were slowly added. After the reaction 

mixture was stirred for 72 hours at room temperature, it was 

sequentially dialyzed (MWCO 3.5 kDa) against an excess 

amount of ethanol/distilled water solution (88:12, v/v) and 

distilled water, each for 2 days with several exchanges. The 

dialyzed solution was freeze-dried to obtain CHGC.

The chemical structure of the CHGC conjugate was 

determined by proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) 

spectroscopy (Avance DMX-500 spectrometer, Bruker 

Optics, Billerica MA). Heavy water (D
2
O) was used as the 

solvent. The degree of substitution (DS), defined as the 

number of cholesterol groups per 100 sugar residues of glycol 

chitosan, was determined by a colloidal titration method.29 In 

brief, CHGC (5 mg) was dissolved in an  aqueous 2% acetic 

acid solution (5 mL) and placed in a beaker on a magnetic 

stirrer. After adding 100 µl of the indicator, 0.1% (w/v) 

toluidine blue, the CHGC suspension was slowly titrated 

with 2.5 mM potassium poly(vinyl sulfate) solution until the 

opaque solution suddenly became clear.

Synthesis of the NLS-conjugated CHgC 
(NCHgC) conjugate
CHGC (100 mg) was dissolved in 40 mL of distilled water 

(pH 8.0) then sonicated 40 times using a probe-type sonifier 

(JY92-II, Ningbo Scientz Bio-tech Co, Ltd, Ningbo, China) 

at 200 W in an ice bath. Then SMCC (7.2 mg, 0.0215 mmol) 

dissolved in 0.5 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was added. 

The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. 

After adjusting the pH of the mixture to 5.5, synthesized NLS 

peptides (45 mg) were added. The mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for another 4 hours. The unconjugated NLS 

peptides were removed using the centrifugal-ultrafiltration 

method described by Du et al.30 The mixture was placed into 

centrifugal-ultrafiltration tubes (Amicon Ultra-15, MWCO 

3000, Millipore) and centrifuged at 5000 rpm at 4°C for 

40 minutes. This step was repeated twice with the addition of 

distilled water until free unreacted NLS was not detected. The 

chemical structure of the NCHGC conjugate was investigated 

by 1H NMR. D
2
O was used as the solvent. The amount of 

NLS peptide conjugated to the micelles was determined by 

Ellman’s assay protocol, which detects the terminal cysteine 

of NLS.31 The unreacted NLS, or initially used NLS peptides, 

were dissolved in Ellman’s working solution (phosphate-

buffered saline [PBS], pH = 8.0, containing 1 mM EDTA) and 

Ellman’s reagent solution was immediately added. Then the 

mixture was incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature. 

After the solution was filtered, the absorbance at 412 nm was 

measured and the NLS peptide levels were quantitated using 

a standard curve prepared with cysteine as the active reagent. 

The amount of unattached NLS was determined then this was 

subtracted from the total amount of NLS initially fed into 

the reaction to obtain the amount of NLS conjugated to the 

NCHGC micelles.

The particle size and zeta potential were analyzed using 

a 90Plus Particle Size Analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments 

Corporation, Holtsville, NY). The micelles were dispersed 

in deionized water. The particle size analysis was carried 

out at a scattering angle of 90° and at a temperature of 25°C. 
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The zeta potential values were measured at 25°C and at the 

default parameters of dielectric constant, refractive index, 

and viscosity of water. All measurements were performed 

in triplicate.

Determination of critical aggregation 
concentration (CAC)
NCHGC samples for the fluorescence investigation were 

prepared by probe sonication as described earlier. A known 

amount of pyrene in acetone was added into each of 10-mL 

vials, and acetone was evaporated at 40°C. A total of 10 mL 

of various concentrations of NCHGC conjugate were added 

to each vial and heated at 50°C for 10 hours to equilibrate the 

pyrene and micelles. The vials were then left undisturbed to 

cool overnight at room temperature. The final concentration 

of pyrene was 6.0 × 10-7 M. Steady-state fluorescent spec-

tra were measured using a fluorescence spectrophotometer 

(Hitachi F-4500, Tokyo, Japan) with a slit width of 2.5 nm. 

The excitation and emission wavelengths were set at 339 and 

390 nm, respectively.

Preparation and characterization  
of DOX-loaded micelles
DOX-loaded micelles were prepared according to the 

emulsion/solvent evaporation method.25,32 The DOX base 

was obtained by reacting doxorubicin hydrochloride 

with the equivalent of 3 mol of triethylamine (TEA) in 

chloroform overnight then used for the preparation of the 

drug-loaded micelles. Copolymer samples (30 mg, CHGC 

or NCHGC) were dissolved in distilled water (60 mL), 

followed by probe sonication as described earlier. Then a 

3 mL chloroform solution of DOX (4.5 mg) was added to 

the aqueous phase under vigorous stirring to form the oil-

in-water emulsion. The mixture was stirred under reduced 

pressure, allowing the slow evaporation of chloroform and 

micelle formation. The aqueous suspension was eluted 

through a fine column(1.6 cm × 35 cm, Shanghai Troody 

Analytical Instrument Co, Ltd, Shanghai, China) loaded with 

Sephadex® G25 to separate the DOX-encapsulated micelles 

from the nonencapsulated DOX. The drug-loaded micelles 

were lyophilized for future use.

The morphology of the drug-loaded micelles was 

observed using a JEM 1230 transmission electron microscope 

(JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operating at an acceleration voltage 

of 80 kV. A drop of sample solution was placed onto a 300-

mesh copper grid coated with carbon and extra solution was 

blotted with filter paper before being air dried. Negative 

staining was performed using a droplet of 2 wt% phospho-

tungstic acid solution. The particle size and zeta potential of 

these nanoparticles were measured at 25°C by dynamic light 

scattering (DLS; 90Plus Particle Size Analyzer) as already 

described.

The drug loading content (LC) and entrapment efficiency 

(EE) were quantified by determining absorbance at 481 nm 

with an ultraviolet (UV)–visible spectrophotometer (Beijing 

Purkinje General Instrument Co, Ltd, Beijing, China). The 

freeze-dried samples were dispersed in aqueous solution and 

DMSO was added to dissociate the micelles. DOX solutions 

of various concentrations were prepared and the absorbance 

at 481 nm was measured to generate a calibration curve for 

LC calculations of the various micelles. The LC and EE were 

calculated by the following equations: LC (%) = the weight 

of DOX in micelles/total weight of micelles × 100 and EE 

(%) = the weight of DOX in micelles/weight of DOX fed 

initially × 100.

In vitro DOX release
In vitro release behavior of DOX from the drug-loaded 

micelles was studied using a dialysis method.17 Briefly, 1 mL 

of DOX-loaded micelles was sealed in a dialysis bag (MWCO 

3.5 kDa), and incubated in 20 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) containing 

10% FBS at 37°C in an air-bath shaker at 100 rpm.33 At a 

predetermined time, all the media were replaced with the same 

amount of pre-warmed fresh media. The released drug was 

quantified using the F-4500 fluorescence spectrophotometer. 

Measurements were made at an excitation wavelength of 

470 nm and emission wavelength of 585 nm.

Cell culture
HeLa and HepG2 cells were obtained from the Institute of 

Biochemistry and Cell Biology of the Chinese Academy 

of Sciences (Shanghai, China). The cells were cultured in 

RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-

streptomycin at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 

5% CO
2
.

Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry was used to determine the uptake of DOX 

into the HeLa cells.34 The cells were plated in six-well plates 

at a density of 1 × 105 cells/mL and cultured overnight at 

37°C in 5% CO
2
 to allow them to adhere at the bottom of 

the plates. After removing the cultured media, the cells were 

incubated with free DOX, DOX-loaded CHGC (DCHGC), 

or DNCHGC micelles (equivalent DOX concentration: 

10 µg/mL) in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% 

FBS. After 2 hours, the cells were washed three times with 
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1 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) then detached with trypsin-EDTA. 

This suspension was centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 10 minutes. 

The supernatants were discarded and the cells were re-

suspended with PBS. The cells placed in the Falcon tubes 

were introduced into a flow cytometer (FACSCalibur, 

 Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ) 

equipped with a 488 nm argon ion laser. The data presented 

are the mean fluorescent signals for 10,000 cells. All experi-

ments were done in triplicate.

Confocal microscope study
For confocal microscopic observation, HeLa cells were 

seeded into 35 mm glass-bottomed cell culture dishes 

(Nest Biotechnology Co, Ltd, Wuxi, China) at a density 

of 1 × 105 cells/mL, and cultured for 48 hours.35 Then 

free DOX, DNCHGC, or DCHGC micelles (equivalent 

DOX concentration: 5 µg/mL) in RPMI 1640 medium 

supplemented with 10% FBS were added to each designated 

dish. After 2 hours incubation, all media were removed. 

The cells were washed three times with PBS, fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes, and treated with Hoechst 

33342 (5 µg/mL) for 20 minutes for staining the nuclei. 

After the cells were washed three times with PBS, they 

were imaged using a Zeiss LSM-510 confocal microscope 

(Jena, Germany) with identical settings for each confocal 

study. The intracellular localization of DOX was observed 

by confocal microscope at 488 nm. A UV laser (405 nm 

excitation) was used to induce the blue fluorescence of 

Hoechst 33342.

In vitro cytotoxicity
The in vitro cytotoxicity of free DOX, blank micelles, and 

DOX-loaded micelles was investigated by MTT assay in 

HeLa and HepG2 cells.36 The cells were seeded at a density 

of 1 × 104 cells/well in 96-well plates (Costar, Corning, 

NY) and allowed to grow for 24 hours. After removing the 

medium, 200 µL of RPMI 1640 medium containing various 

concentrations of free DOX, CHGC, NCHGC, DCHGC, or 

DNCHGC micelles were added, and further incubated for 

48 hours at 37°C. At indicated time points, 30 µL of MTT 

solution (5 mg/mL in PBS) were added to each well. After a 

further 4 hours of incubation, the culture medium was removed 

and the formazan crystals in the cells were solubilized with 

200 µL of DMSO for 15 minutes. The UV absorbance at 

570 nm was measured with a microplate reader (Multiskan 

MK3, Thermo Scientific, Hudson, OH). The sample-free wells 

were used as the control. Cytotoxicity was illustrated using 

the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC
50

). IC
50

 values 

were calculated using a sigmoidal dose–response model from 

GraphPad Prism (v 4.0; GraphPad Software Inc, La Jolla, 

CA). All experiments were performed in triplicate.

Data analysis
The statistical significance of the differences between groups 

was evaluated by one-way analysis of variance with a Bonferroni 

posthoc test. A P value of ,0.05 was considered significant.

Results and discussion
Characterization of CHgC micelles
We prepared degraded glycol chitosan by an enzymatic degra-

dation and ultrafiltration method. CHGC was synthesized by 

coupling the carboxyl groups of CHS with the amino groups of 

glycol chitosan in the presence of EDC (Figure 1). The incor-

poration of CHS into the glycol chitosan was confirmed by the 

characteristic peak of CHS in the 1H NMR spectra (Figure 2). 

The proton assignment of glycol chitosan (Figure 2A) is as 

follows (ppm): 1.95 (CH
3
, methyl protons of acetyl group of 

N-acetamidoglucose units), 2.60 (CH, carbon 2 protons of 

N-unsubstituted glucosamine units), 3.0–4.1 (CH, carbon 3, 

4, 5, and 6 of glucosamine units; CH
2
, methylene protons of 

glycol residues of glycol chitosan polymer chains), 4.35 (CH, 

carbon 1 of glycol chitosan polymer chains). In contrast with 

the glycol chitosan, in the spectra of CHGC (Figure 2B), the 

new signals at 1.25–1.27 ppm belonged to the methene hydro-

gen of CHS group.16 These results indicated that the CHGC 

conjugate was successfully synthesized. The colloidal titration 

method, which is based on the reaction between positively and 

negatively charged polyelectrolytes, was adopted to determine 

the amount of cholesterol group conjugated onto the glycol 

chitosan backbone. The DS was 5.9 cholesterol groups per 

100 sugar residues of glycol chitosan. The CHGC conjugate 

formed self-assembled micelles in aqueous media. The inten-

sity mean diameter of the CHGC micelles was determined to 

be 214 nm using DLS, and its zeta potential was 13.11 mV 

(Table 1). Zeta potential is an important parameter related 

to the stability of micellar systems. A relatively high surface 

charge may present a repelling force between the particles 

and then increase the stability of the solution.37 In this study, 

the positive zeta potential of the micelles was attributed to 

the presence of ionized amino groups on the glycol chitosan 

backbone.

Characterization of NCHgC micelles
The CHGC copolymer was conjugated with NLS in the 

presence of SMCC, which is a widely used cross-linker for 

the conjugation of compounds with amino and thiol groups, 
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especially in protein-/peptide-related conjugation.38,39 The 

Ac-CGYGPKKKRKVGG peptide is a SV40 T-antigen 

homolog, which is capable of inducing nuclear transport. 

Thus, we conjugated this NLS peptide to CHGC micelles 

so that NCHGC micelles might be used as drug carriers 

for active targeting of the cellular nucleus. Figure 1 shows 

NCHGC conjugate synthesis as a scheme. The 1H-NMR 

spectra of the NCHGC copolymer indicated that the NLS 

moiety was successfully conjugated to CHGC, as the peaks 

of NLS appeared at 7.03, 6.76, and 0.88 ppm (Figure 2D). 

The DS determined by Ellman’s assay was 3.8 NLS groups 

per 100 sugar residues of NCHGC conjugate. The intensity 

particle size of NCHGC micelles analyzed by DLS was 

205 nm, and its zeta potential was 11.87 mV, which is similar 

to that of the CHGC micelles.

Micellization behavior of NCHgC
The micellization behavior of the NCHGC micelles in aque-

ous media was monitored by fluorescence spectroscopy 

in the presence of pyrene as a fluorescence probe. Pyrene 
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Figure 1 Synthetic scheme of NCHgC.
Abbreviations: EDC, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride; CHGC, cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan; SMCC, N-succinimidyl 4-(maleimidomethyl) 
cyclohexane carboxylate; NCHGC, nuclear localization signal-conjugated cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan; NLS, nuclear localization signal.
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molecules are reported to preferentially locate inside or 

close to the hydrophobic core of micelles.40 As shown in 

Figure 3, the value of the I
338

/I
333

 ratio changed with increas-

ing concentrations of the polymers, indicating the transfer of 

pyrene molecules from a water environment to a hydrophobic 

micellar microdomain. The CAC of the NCHGC micelles 

was 0.0209 mg/mL. A low CAC is desirable so that stable 

micelles can be formed during the dilution of drug-delivery 

systems by body fluid.

Preparation and characterization  
of DOX-loaded micelles
The DCHGC and DNCHGC micelles were prepared by an 

emulsion/solvent evaporation method. The DNCHGC micelles 
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that formed in aqueous medium are shown in  Figure 4. TEA 

was used as a base to deprotonate the glycosidic amino group 

of DOX. As the molar ratio of TEA/DOX was fixed at 3.0, the 

DOX base could easily partition into the chloroform phase. The 

physicochemical properties of micelles, such as morphology, 

size, and zeta potential, are important parameters that influ-

ence cellular uptake. The physicochemical properties of the 

drug-loaded micelles in this study are summarized in Table 1. It 

was found that the mean diameters of the drug-loaded micelles 

were larger than those of the drug-free micelles, which implies 

that the DOX molecules were entrapped into the hydrophobic 

inner cores, which lead to the increase in the particle size of 

the micelles. The LC of DCHGC and DNCHGC micelles was 

11.5% and 10.1%, respectively. Moreover, the EE of DCHGC 

and DNCHGC micelles was .75%, indicating the good loading 

effect of the polymeric micelles. The zeta potentials of DCHGC 

and DNCHGC micelles were 11.93 and 19.05 mV, respectively. 

It is known that the surface of a cell membrane is negatively 

charged. Therefore, positively charged micelles can easily interact 

with cells and be effectively internalized. In a stability test, the 

particle size of the DOX-loaded micelles did not change in PBS 

(pH 7.4) for 7 days at room temperature (data not shown).

As shown in Figure 5, transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) observation demonstrated that the shape of the 

DNCHGC self-aggregates was roughly spherical. The mean 

diameter of the DNCHGC micelles was about 200 nm, which 

is slightly smaller than the intensity particle size of 248 nm 

found when analyzed by DLS. This was mainly attributed 

to the process involved in the preparation of the sample. 

Further, TEM depicted the size of the sample in the dried 

state, whereas DLS determined the size in the hydrated 

state. Therefore, the size according to DLS analysis was a 

hydrodynamic diameter and was larger than the size measured 

by TEM because of the solvent effect. Similar results have 

been reported by other scientists.41,42

In vitro DOX release
In vitro release behavior studies of DOX were carried out in 

PBS containing 10% FBS at 37°C. During these experiments, 

the sink conditions were maintained by replacing the entire 

dialysis media. As shown in Figure 6, the total amounts of 

DOX released from the DCHGC and DNCHGC micelles 

over 72 hours were 59.4% and 58.1%, respectively. It was 

also found that the DCHGC and DNCHGC micelles showed 

similar release behavior. In addition, DOX was released 

from the DOX-loaded micelles in a biphasic manner, which 

displayed an initial rapid release in 6 hours and a step of 

sustained release for up to 72 hours. This result indicates that 

the micelle-delivered DOX might stay in the micelle cores for 

a long time when the micelles are injected into plasma. Thus, 

sustained-release drug systems may offer the advantages of 

prolonged drug activity.

Flow cytometry
To determine the cellular uptake of free DOX, DCHGC, and 

DNCHGC micelles by HeLa cells after 2 hours incubation, 

flow cytometry was performed. As shown in Figure 7, the 

highest amount of cell-associated fluorescence was observed 

in HeLa cells that had been incubated with DNCHGC 

micelles. Moreover, HeLa cells incubated with DCHGC 

Table 1 Physicochemical properties of drug-free and drug-loaded micelles

Sample DOX/carriera Size (nm)b PI Zeta potential (mV) LC (%) EE (%)

CHgC – 214 ± 25.6 0.226 ± 0.073 13.11 ± 0.72 – –
NCHgC – 205 ± 18.7 0.233 ± 0.068 11.87 ± 0. 89 – –
DCHgC 1.5/10 246 ± 22.3 0.219 ± 0.076 11.93 ± 0.55 11.5 ± 0.85 86.7 ± 6.41
DNCHgC 1.5/10 248 ± 20.1 0.241 ± 0.083 19.05 ± 1.22 10.1 ± 0.79 75.0 ± 6.52

Notes: aThe ratio of DOX to carrier, based on feed amount (mg/mg); bmeasured by dynamic light scattering and described in terms of intensity distributions. The results 
represent the means ± standard deviation (n = 3).
Abbreviations: DOX, doxorubicin; PI, polydispersity index; LC, loading content; EE, entrapment efficiency; CHGC, cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan; DCHGC, 
doxorubicin-loaded cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan; NCHGC, nuclear localization signal-conjugated cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan; DNCHGC, doxorubicin-
loaded nuclear localization signal-conjugated cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan.
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Figure 3 Plots of the intensity ratio I338/I333 vs log C for nuclear localization signal-
conjugated cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan with various compositions.
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micelles emitted higher fluorescent intensity than the cells 

treated with free DOX. Based on the release characteristic 

of DOX-loaded micelles, nearly 60% of the DOX remained 

in the micelles at 2 hours. About 40% of the DOX released 

from DOX-loaded micelles could contact with the membrane 

of HeLa cells. Therefore, DOX molecules from the micelles 

diffused into the cells more slowly than free DOX in solution. 

It can be concluded, therefore, that the micelles enhanced 

cellular internalization, and that free DOX and DOX-loaded 

micelles were in a different way into the cells.

Confocal microscope study
The intracellular fate of the micelles was exhaustively 

studied.43 The cellular uptake of micelles is an endocytic 

process. The nanoparticulate drug carriers were internalized 

as intact particles, whereas the free drug diffused throughout 

the cytoplasm and nucleus. It has been previously reported 

that in the presence of NLS peptides, carriers could efficiently 

enter the cellular nucleus.44–46 To directly monitor the cellular 

localization of DOX, three kinds of DOX formulations were 

incubated with HeLa cells for 2 hours and imaged with 

Drug

Aqueous media Emulsion/solvent evaporation

NLS

DoxorubicinCholesterol

Glycol chitosan

Figure 4 Schematic illustration of the preparation procedure of doxorubicin-loaded nuclear localization signal-conjugated cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan micelles by 
an emulsion/solvent evaporation method.
Abbreviation: NLS, nuclear localization signal (Ac-CgYgPKKKRKVgg).

Figure 5 Transmission electron microscopy image of doxorubicin-loaded nuclear 
localization signal-conjugated cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan micelles (×20,000).
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Figure 6 Release profiles of doxorubicin (DOX) from doxorubicin-loaded cholesterol-
modified glycol chitosan (DCHGC) and doxorubicin-loaded nuclear localization 
signal-conjugated cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan (DNCHGC) micelles at 37°C 
in phosphate-buffered saline containing 10% fetal bovine serum at pH 7.4.

confocal laser scanning microscopy. As presented in Figure 8, 

most of the visible red fluorescence of DCHGC and DNCHGC 

micelles was in the nucleus, which is stained in blue with 

Hoechst 33342. Weak DOX fluorescence in the cytoplasm was 

also observed. The cells treated with the DNCHGC micelles 

clearly exhibit a stronger red fluorescence than the cells 

incubated with DCHGC micelles and free DOX. This result 

was consistent with the flow cytometry analysis. As stated 

earlier, the DOX-loaded micelles showed sustained-release 

behavior in vitro, whereas the free DOX without micelle 

encapsulation could freely diffuse in the media. This result 

further indicates that polymeric micelles could improve the 

cellular uptake of DOX. More notably, glycol chitosan-based 

micelles of large particle size and high molecular weight 

are difficult to transport into the nucleus. Our aim was to 

utilize NLS peptides for crossing the nuclear membrane 

barrier. Among these DOX formulations, the strongest red 

fluorescence was emitted from the DNCHGC micelles in the 

nucleus. Therefore, we inferred that DNCHGC micelles could 

be effectively transfered into the nucleus from cytoplasm by 

NLS-mediated active transport. In addition, the DNCHGC 
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Figure 7 Flow cytometric analysis of HeLa cells incubated with free doxorubicin 
(DOX), doxorubicin-loaded cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan (DCHGC) and 
doxorubicin-loaded nuclear localization signal-conjugated cholesterol-modified 
glycol chitosan (DNCHgC) micelles for 2 hours.
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Figure 8 Confocal laser scanning microscopy images of HeLa cells after incubation 
with (A) free doxorubicin (DOX), (B) doxorubicin-loaded cholesterol-modified 
glycol chitosan micelles and (C) doxorubicin-loaded nuclear localization signal-
conjugated cholesterol-modified glycol chitosan micelles for 2 hours. The red DOX 
fluorescence was observed in (A1–C1). The nuclei were stained with Hoechst 
33342 in (A2–C2), and the merged photos were presented in (A3–C3).
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Figure 9 In vitro cytotoxicity of blank micelles and various doxorubicin (DOX) formulations against HepG2 and HeLa cells after 48 hours of incubation. (A) Cholesterol-
modified glycol chitosan (CHGC) and nuclear localization signal-conjugated CHGC (NCHGC) micelles in HepG2 cells; (B) free DOX, doxorubicin-loaded CHgC (DCHgC) 
and doxorubicin-loaded nuclear localization signal-conjugated CHgC (DNCHgC) micelles in Hepg2 cells; (C) CHgC and NCHgC micelles in HeLa cells; and (D) free 
DOX, DCHgC and DNCHgC micelles in HeLa cells.

micelles could also selectively bind to the NPC and allow 

a sustained release of DOX. Subsequently, free DOX could 

diffuse into the nucleus.22 These results suggest that DOX-

loaded micelles could improve the cytotoxicity of DOX.

In vitro cytotoxicity
The cytotoxicity of blank micelles, free DOX, and DOX-

loaded micelles against HeLa and HepG2 cells is shown 

in Figure 9. In the HepG2 cells, the IC
50

 values of blank 

CHGC and NCHGC micelles were 292.8 and 295.7 µg/

mL, respectively (Figure 9A). Moreover, the IC
50

 values of 

CHGC and NCHGC micelles incubated with HeLa cells 

for 48 hours were 780.4 and 630.8 µg/mL, respectively 

(Figure 9C). These results indicate that these conjugates 

showed low cytotoxicity against the test cells and did not 

interfere with the MTT test for micelle-entrapped DOX. As 
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shown in Figure 9B, the DOX-loaded micelles exhibited 

much more potent cytotoxicity against HepG2 cells than free 

DOX. The IC
50

 values of free DOX, DCHGC, and DNCHGC 

micelles were 4.063, 0.591, and 0.171 µg/mL, respectively. A 

similar result was observed in HeLa cells that the DNCHGC 

micelles exhibited the greatest cytotoxicity of the three DOX 

formulations (Figure 9D). The IC
50

 value of DNCHGC 

micelles (0.461 µg/mL) against HeLa cells was nearly 

6.96 times (P , 0.01) lower than that of free DOX (3.210 

µg/mL). Furthermore, the IC
50

 value of the DCHGC micelles 

was 1.413 µg/mL, which is almost 2.27 times (P , 0.01) 

lower than that of the free DOX. As we know, the antitumor 

mechanism of DOX is the prevention of DNA replication 

and the inhibition of protein synthesis. DOX molecules in 

the nuclei were responsible for the cytotoxic effect of DOX 

formulations. Furthermore, from the in vitro release test, it 

was determined that DOX was released from the DCHGC 

and DNCHGC micelles over 48 hours in a sustained manner. 

Misra et al developed NLS-conjugated DOX-loaded poly 

(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) nanoparticles, and these NLS-

conjugated nanoparticles exhibited a comparatively lower 

IC
50

 value than both the drug in solution and unconjugated 

nanoparticles in MCF-7 cells.22 As described earlier, in 

the present study, the DOX released from the DCHGC 

and DNCHGC micelles over 48 hours was almost 50% 

in vitro. Hence, the improved cytotoxicity is mainly due to 

the enhanced cellular uptake of DOX-loaded micelles and 

accumulation of DOX in the nuclear compartment. These 

results agree with flow cytometry and confocal microscopic 

observation. Therefore, the NCHGC micelles could be 

potential carriers for nucleus-targeting drug delivery.

Conclusion
In this study, novel NCHGC micelles were successfully 

synthesized and characterized. The antitumor drug DOX 

was physically loaded into NCHGC polymers to form core-

shell structural micelles. The NCHGC micelles had a low 

CAC value and high drug-loading capacity. The DNCHGC 

micelles showed greater cellular uptake than the free DOX 

and DCHGC micelles in HeLa cells. Confocal observation 

showed that the DNCHGC micelles could effectively trans-

port into the nucleus of HeLa cells and accelerate the accu-

mulation of DOX. Compared with free DOX and DCHGC 

micelles, the cytotoxicities of the DNCHGC micelles against 

HeLa and HepG2 cells were significantly improved in vitro. 

Overall, these results demonstrate that the NCHGC micelle 

could be a promising drug carrier for nucleus-targeting 

delivery.
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